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Reconciling "Rows Only" and
"Columns Only" Coefficients in an
Input-Output Model

Shelby D. Gerking 1

Department of Economics
Arizona State University
Tempe, Arizona 85281 U.S.A.

1. Introduction

Since Leontief’s pioneering work of the 1940’s, there has been a prolifera-
tion of input-output studies conducted at the regional level, largely because
regional scientists have found that the input-output approach is a useful analyt-
ical device for examining a wide range of problems. Some have even claimed
that for economic forecasting, input-output is superior to competing tech-
niques. For example, Richardson [1972, 157] has stated:

In the absence of further theoretical advances and the provision of
more data the use of more complex econometric forecasting tech-
niques is not yet practicable, ... and input-output models are
probably the most useful forecastmg tool currently available.

However, even the strongest proponents of input-output would surely
admit that this tool is far from perfect. Nevertheless, there has been a tendency
for regional scientists to use input-output analysis without measurably con-
tributing to a refinement of the technique. In addition, the literature contains
few theoretical discussions aimed at overcoming or minimizing certain practi-
cal problems, such as coefficient estimation, reconciliation, and sample-size
determination, which are faced in virtually all input-output studies that are
based on a survey.

The purpose of this paper, therefore, is to conduct an in-depth examina-
tion of one of these practical problems: reconciling &dquo;rows only&dquo; and &dquo;columns
only&dquo; estimates of regional coefficients in order to produce a single input-
output table.2 Specifically, this paper describes a systematic reconciliation
procedure based on the econometric theory of estimating linear equations using

1 I thank D J Behling. R J Green, R L Pfister, S Pleeter, and two anonymous referees for their helpful
comments In addition, thanks are due to W Miernyk for providing the data used in Section 4 Financial support
was received from the Division of Research and Office of Research and Advanced Studies, Indiana University,
research support, from the Bureau of Business and Economic Research, Arizona State University I alone am

responsible for remaining errors
2 Although the discussion in this paper is cast in terms of regional coefficients, all of the results can be easily

extended to cover the reconciliation of technical coefficients In constructing regional coefficients, it may be recalled,
it is necessary to distinguish between "domestic" and "foreign" intersectoral transactions while the technical
coefficients are constructed in order to reflect the total requirements of the output of each sector being absorbed by
each other sector regardless of the region in which these inputs are produced
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instrumental variables. The procedure is described in detail in Section 3 and is
illustrated in Section 4, using input-output data from West Virginia. Some
introductory material on input-output analysis and the reconciliation problem
is provided in Section 2.

2. Input-Output Analysis and the Reconciliation Problem

Typically, three assumptions are made in input-output analysis: (1) the
economy can be meaningfully divided into a finite number of sectors, each of
which produces a single homogeneous product; (2) there are neither economies
nor diseconomies of scale in production; and (3) the level of output in each
sector uniquely determines the quantity of each input that is purchased [Chen-
ery and Clark 1959, 33-42]. Taken together, these assumptions imply that the
production function for any sector may be expressed as:

where

XT’ j = total quantity of output in sector j.
ZT’,j = total quantity of goods and services transferred from do-

mestic sector i to sector j, i = 1, ... , m.

ZT’~+1,~ = total quantity of a homogeneous labor service purchased by
sector j from households.

ZT’m+2,j = total quantity of a homogeneous public service purchased by
sector j from governmental agencies.

VT’,j = total quantity of various types of inputs purchased by sector j
from outside the geographic boundaries of the economy in ques-
tion, i = 1, ... , n.

a’,j = regional coefficient interpreted as the minimum quantity of
output from domestic sector i required to produce one unit of
output in sector j; where a’ij > 0, i = 1, ... , m + 2, j = 1, ... ,
m.3

T’,j = trade coefficient interpreted as the minimum quantity of import
i required to produce one unit of output in sector j; T’&dquo; > 0, i =

1, ... , n, j = 1, ... , m.4
min (a, b, ... , z) = minimum of the elements (a, b, ... , z).

From equation (2.1), estimates of the regional coefficients can be obtained
from a relation such as

ZT’,, = a’~~XT’j J (2.2)

However, data on ZT’,j and XT’, have seldom been available to input-output
analysts. As a result, in empirical interindustry models, equation (2.2) is
3If &alpha;’ij = 0 or if &beta;’ij = 0, the appropriate ratio is understood to be deleted from equation (2 1)4Problems in estimating the &tau;’ij are ignored in this paper
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usually redefined in value terms. This implies

ZT,~ = a,jXT, (2.3)

where ZT,j is the value of goods and services transferred from i to j ; XTj is total
value of output in j; and a,j, which is still referred to as a regional coefficient, is
interpreted as the minimum value of output in domestic sector i required to
produce one dollar’s worth of output in sector j. Finally, the regional
coefficients in equation (2.3) are generally calculated by forming the ratio a&dquo; _
ZT,j/XTj.

The reconciliation problem arises because there are two ways of observing
the ZTij. First, the sales of firms in sector i to firms in sector j may be
examined. If the ZTjj are measured in this way, then equation (2.3) produces the
so-called &dquo;rows only&dquo; estimate of a,j. Alternatively, data may be collected
concerning the purchases by firms in sector j from firms in sector i. This

information, when substituted into (2.3) yields &dquo;columns only&dquo; estimates for
the regional coefficients.5 S

For a given regional coefficient, it would be most improbable if these two
estimates were identical. In fact, there are at least two important reasons why
they might differ. For example, input-output data are sometimes obtained from
a nonexhaustive sampling of the firms within each sector. In this case, there is
obviously no reason why the total sales to sector j by the included firms in
sector i must equal the total purchases from firms in sector i by the included
firms in sector j. Furthermore, even if exhaustive samples are taken, there may
be errors in the transactions data. For example, these errors may be due to
sectoral classification errors by respondents, a lack of information on the part
of respondents about the location of producers from whom they are purchasing,
or simply slips of the pen in transcribing data. (A formal description of these
errors is provided in Section 3.)

In some regional input-output studies, data on sales and purchases are
collected from each firm so that both the &dquo;rows only&dquo; and &dquo;columns only&dquo;
coefficients can be calculated. Clearly, this is more costly than obtaining data
on sales or purchases alone. However, the additional information could be
used to improve the reliability of the resulting estimates of the regional
coefficients. Nevertheless, the potential gain from having both &dquo;rows only&dquo;
and &dquo;columns only&dquo; coefficients probably has never been realized. Three
examples drawn from the input-output studies conducted by Bourque, Mier-
nyk, and Jensen and Mc Gaurr will show why this is true.

First, consider the study of Washington State conducted in 1967 by
Bourque and others. They stated that in many of the sectors surveyed, the dis-
crepancy between the &dquo;rows only&dquo; and &dquo;columns only&dquo; estimates of the ZTii
was significant. Hence, it was necessary to find a way to combine the two sets
of data on intersectoral flows. In order to do this, they reported:-

... Each member of the study team met independently with each
other member, compared sources, made judgments about reliability,
conducted additional field work when necessary, and solved the
remaining differences by trading or compromise [Bourque 1967, 6].

5Some regional input-output studies make use of only one type of estimate For an example of a study using only"rows only" estimates, see Hansen and Tiebout [1963] For an example of the exclusive use of ’columns only"
coefficients, see lsard and Langford [1971]
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This approach to the reconciliation problem leaves much to be desired. It
is unsystematic and would be virtually impossible to replicate. In fact, Isard
and Langford [1971, 62] called the procedure unscientific and likened it to &dquo;...
a meeting over the kitchen table.&dquo; It is worth noting, though, that Isard and
Langford failed to suggest how the reconciliation process might be improved.

Miernyk’s study in West Virginia provides the second illustration of how
the reconciliation problem has been handled in a practical setting [Miernyk
1970, 18]. As in Bourque’s study, Miernyk obtained &dquo;rows only&dquo; and
&dquo;columns only&dquo; estimates of the intersectoral flows. Then, for both estimates
of each ZT,j, Miernyk constructed what he called &dquo;reliability quotients.&dquo;
These were based on considerations such as the: (1) fraction of total sectoral
sales accounted for by the sample; (2) homogeneity of output within the sector;
(3) judgment of interviewers who collected the data; (4) &dquo;representativeness&dquo;
of the sample; and (5) reliability of the sector control total. Finally, he used
these quotients to make a judgement as to which of the two estimates was the
more reliable for each ZT,j.

Although Miernyk was the first regional scientist to incorporate a measure
of reliability into the input-output reconciliation process, his contribution is of
questionable value because the term &dquo;reliability&dquo; was never adequately de-
fined and the reliability quotients were, in part, subjectively determined. As a
consequence, there is a real question about what these quotients are measur-
ing. For example, does the reliability of an input-output estimate refer to its
mean, variance, its mean and variance, or to something else?

The third, and final, example dealing with input-output reconciliation is
drawn from a recent paper by Jensen and McGaurr [1976]. These authors
recommend a similar approach to the one Miernyk used. In particular, they
suggest that the &dquo;rows only&dquo; and &dquo;columns only&dquo; measurements on the ZT,j
should be combined, using subjectively determined reliability weights in order
to obtain a single table of intersectoral transactions. However, Jensen and
McGaurr recognized that if the reconciled estimates were determined in this
way, these two accounting identities will almost certainly be violated:

where FT, denotes final demand in sector j and

Consequently, they developed an RAS-type adjustment procedure for the
reconciled ZT,,, to satisfy the constraints imposed by equations (2.4) and
(2.5).6 6

The Jensen and McGaurr approach to the reconciliation problem is sub-
ject to the same basic criticisms as those directed at the West Virginia Study.
Again, the term &dquo;reliability&dquo; was never defined and the reliability weights were
determined subjectively. However, Jensen and McGaurr did allow the reliabil-
ity weights to take on any value on the zero-one interval, rather than restricting
them to be either zero or one. In addition, they have provided an interesting
application of the RAS method for adjusting the reconciled ZT~.
6For a more complete discussion of the RAS adjustment method see Bacharach [1970, 27-30].
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3. A New Reconciliation Procedure

The previously described problems of defining and quantifying the term
&dquo;reliability&dquo; will be addressed here through the use of econometric theory.
Specifically, a reconciled estimator is defined to be reliable if it has the smallest
variance within the class of consistent estimators.’ As will become apparent,
this concept of reliability is applied to reconciled estimates of the regional
coefficients. This should be contrasted with the approaches of the three previ-
ously discussed studies, which sought to reconcile estimates of the ZT,j.

For expository purposes, this section is organized into three parts. The
first one contains a review of three instrumental variables estimators that can
be used to estimate the asymptotic mean and variance of the &dquo;columns only&dquo;
regional coefficients. In the second part, these results will be extended to
obtain the same measures for the &dquo;rows only&dquo; estimator. Part three, then,
contains some remarks about an appropriate method for obtaining a reconciled
estimator.

THE &dquo;COLUMNS ONLY&dquo; ESTIMATOR

To obtain the &dquo;columns only&dquo; estimator for the regional coefficients using
instrumental variables, retain the standard assumptions of input-output analy-
sis listed in Section 2. Next, assume that the following two-side conditions hold
for all sectors: (1) all firms in each sector have identical production functions
and (2) the inputs and outputs of each firm can be measured only with error. 8
Taken together these assumptions imply that

and that

where the index k refers to the kth firm in sector j; E1J(k) and vj(k) are each
independently and identically distributed random variables with mean of zero
for all k; and Z,,(k) and Xj(k) are the measured counterparts of the true and
unobservable ZT,,(k) and XT,(k). Substituting (3.2) and (3.3) into (3.1) pro-
duces :

Z,,(k) = ajjXJ(k) + 0,j(k) (3.4)

where 0,j(k) = E,,(k) - a&dquo;v,(k).

As is well known, applying ordinary least squares (OLS) to equation (3.4)
causes the resulting estimates of the a&dquo; to be biased and inconsistent because

Xj(k) will be correlated with 0,,(k), even asymptotically. Elsewhere [Gerking
1976a], however, the argument has been made that consistent estimates of the
7This definition is clearly arbitrary as the term "reliability" has no standard statistical interpretation However,

the definition offered here does not seem to strain credibility. In addition, it will prove to be useful In deriving an
appropriate reconciled estimator
8A more complete discussion of appropriate estimation strategies for the "columns only" coefficients is contained

in Gerking [1976a] This paper also devotes more space to a discussion of the assumption of identical production
functions among firms in each sector
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au may be obtained by one of several instrumental variable techniques.9 Three
of these techniques are described briefly below.

The Wald-Bartlett method. This estimator for the a&dquo; may be defined as:

a~3(~M) = UkZ~t(k)Wj(k)/~kX3(k)WOk)~ (3.5)

where

and where med X,(k) denotes the sample median of the observations on the
variable Xj(k) [Wald 1940, 284-300]. It can be shown that a,j (WBM) is consis-
tent if the values assigned to Wj(k) in equation (3.6) are identical with those that
would have been assigned had observations on XT,(k) been available. How-
ever, Bartlett [ 1949, 207-212] has demonstrated that the asymptotic variance of
a,j(WBM) is quite large and that its efficiency may be improved by: (1) ranking
the XJ(k) by size; (2) deleting the middle third of the observations from the
sample; and (3) applying Wald’s method to the remaining observations.

Durbin’s method. Durbin [1954, 23-32] has proposed another instrumental
variable estimator. When applied to the &dquo;columns only&dquo; regional coefficients,
it may be expressed as:

In equation (3.6), D,(k) equals k, assuming that the Xj(k) have been ranked in
ascending order by size. This estimator is consistent if the ranking of the
unknown XT,(k) is identical with the ranking of X,(k). Furthermore, a,j( DM)
generally is more efficient than a,j(WBM).

The two-stage least squares (2SLS) method. A third instrumental variable
estimator may be obtained by estimating the au column by column. For the jth
column, the relevant system of equations is given below.

In equation system (3.8), most of the relations need no further explanation as
they are identical in form to the one in (3.4). However, equations (3.8.1) and
(3.8.3) deserve further comment. Equation (3.8.1) is an accounting identity
stating that the measured total output for any firm must be distributed to the
firms in the m endogenous sectors or to value added. As can be seen, value
added has been broken down into three components: RV,(k) + WSj(k) +

9Admittedly, the term consistency is used here and throughout the remainder of this paper in a somewhat
unconventional way since the number of observations drawn from a given sector cannot become indefinitely large
Instead, the number of observations from a sector can only approach the total number of firms in that sector
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PG(k). The first component, R V,(k), represents that part of measured value
added which is determined as a residual from X,(k) and Z,,(k). Clearly, items
falling into this category, such as profits, will be subject to measurement error.
The second component, WS,(k), denotes wages and salaries. The third,
PG,(k), represents certain payments to government, such as property taxes. It
seems plausible to assume that the last two components can be measured
without error, since firms are likely to keep accurate records of wages and
salaries and tax payments, especially of wages and salaries since this variable
determines federal income tax withholdings and social security contributions.
Finally, the last equation (3.8.3) is included to take account of the decomposi-
tion of value added.

Since each of the last m + 1 equations in equation system (3.8) is identified
(in fact, each is just identified), 2SLS may be used to estimate the regional
coefficients. The 2SLS estimate of a&dquo; is:

where Xj and ZIJ are nj x 1 vectors containing the X,(k) and the Z,,(k) and
where Qj is an nj x 2 matrix composed of the WSj(k) and the PG,(k). Prelimi-
nary work [Gerking, 1976a] has indicated that the asymptotic sampling vari-
ance of the 2SLS estimator for the a,, tends to be somewhat smaller than for
either a,,(WBM) or a,,(DM).

THE &dquo;ROWS ONLY&dquo; ESTIMATOR

The three instrumental variable techniques just given for estimating the
&dquo;columns only&dquo; coefficients can be modified to obtain estimates for the &dquo;rows
only&dquo; counterparts. A description of these modifications is given next. The
discussion will focus on a method of estimating the a1J when intersectoral
transactions are measured by observing the sales to sector j by firms in i. The

resulting regression equations will be shown to have much the same form as
equation (3.4). As in the previous section, it will be argued that in each of the
regression equations, the explanatory variable is likely to be correlated with
the disturbance term. Hence, instrumental variable techniques are recom-
mended.

To begin the derivation of a &dquo;rows only&dquo; analogue for equation (3.4),
equation (3.1) must be summed over all firms in sector j and divided by
N

~ XTj(k) to obtain:
k

where Nj denotes the total number of firms in sector j. Next, recall that ZT,,(k)
is interpreted as the true purchases of the kth firm in sector j from firms in
sector i. This implies that
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where ST,j(k) represents the true sales by the k th firm in sector i to the firms in
sector j. Hence,

Next, multiplying both sides of (3.12) by the ratio of the true total output in
sector j to the true total output in sector i yields

Therefore, if it is assumed that each firm in i obeys equation (3.13), ST&dquo;(k) can
be expressed as:

This equation specifies that all firms in sector i sell a constant fraction of their
output to firms in sector j. As is reasonable, this fraction varies directly with
both the i, jth regional coefficient and the level of output in sector j. The fraction
also varies inversely with the level of output of firms in sector i.

In order to obtain an estimating equation from (3.14), suppose that the
sales of any firm are subject to measurement error, according to:

Sij(k) = ST,j(k) + çlJ(k) (3.15)

where S,j(k) represents the observed sales of the kth firm in sector i to firms in
sector j and çlik) is a random disturbance term that is independently and
identically distributed with the zero mean for all k. Substituting (3.3) and (3.15)
into (3.14) produces:

so that

S~j(k) _ ~aX;(k) + 1]ij(k) (3.18)

Equation (3.18), then, implies that estimates of the au can be obtained if
N /~’ 1

the (3,j can be estimated and if the ratio [t XT,(k) It XT lk)] is known.
L k / k J
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As will be demonstrated, the first of these obstacles is not difficult to over-
come. In fact, the (3,j can be estimated by employing instrumental variable
methods similar to those used in obtaining the &dquo;columns only&dquo; estimates.

r~ Ni 1
However, the second condition, that the ratio 2~~~y2.~~ must
be known, requires further discussion. This is momentarily postponed though,
so that the estimation procedures for the 8,j may be fully explained.

In equation (3.18), OLS will produce inconsistent estimates of the /3,j,
since Xi(k) and ~,j(k) are likely to be asymptotically correlated. Nevertheless,
it is possible to obtain consistent estimators for these coefficients by using
instrumental variable methods. For example, the Wald-Bartlett and Durbin
methods could be applied. Also, consistent estimators for the Qu may be
obtained by 2SLS although some additional explanation is required. To show
how this can be done, consider the equation system (3.19):

As can be seen, the equations in system (3.19) are similar in form to those
in system (3.8). Equation (3.19.1) is an accounting identity stating that total
output of firm k in sector i must be sold to firms in the m endogenous sectors or
to final demand. Final demand is written as the sum of three components:
SH,(k) + SG(k) + RF,(k), where SH,(k) equals sales to households, SG;(k)
equals sales to government, and RFI(K) equals all remaining sales to final
demand including sales to other firms on capital account and exports. The
remaining m equations in system (3.19) are identical in form to those in system
(3.18).

The system of equations in (3.19) will be useful in estimating the {3lJ if at
least one of the three components of final demand can be measured without
error-a condition that may hold in some sectors. For example, due to various
reporting requirements, a firm’s sales to government at the state and federal
levels may be measured exactly. In addition, sales to households for a particu-
lar firm may be accurately computed from its data on tax collections from retail
sales. Error-free measurements on exports and sales to other firms on capital
account, though, will probably be much more difficult to obtain. However, this
problem is similar to the one that arose in connection with measuring value
added in (3.8), and can be dealt with by adding another equation to (3.19) to
take this decomposition into account.

These arguments concerning the quality of measurement on the three
components of final demand are not intended as general statements about all
input-output sectors. For example, some firms making sales to households may
sell goods and services that are exempt from retail sales tax. In addition,
collection on government sales contracts may lag behind the actual transfer of
goods. These and other measurement problems must be handled sector by
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sector. Finally, it is also possible that the observed firms in some input-output
sectors do not make sales in any of the final-demand categories. If so, 2SLS
estimation of the (3ij would not be feasible. Another of the instrumental variable
techniques would have to be used.’o

In any event, if two components of final demand can be measured free of

error, say SH,(k) and SG1(k), the {3ij can be estimated by 2SLS since each of
the estimable relations is identified. The 2SLS estimate of {3ij is given by

where X, and S&dquo; are n, x 1 vectors containing the n, observations on X~k) and
S&dquo;(k) while M, is an n, x 2 matrix containing the observations on SH~k) and
SGfk), the two variables which are assumed to be measured exactly.

Now that an estimator for the {3lj has been obtained, the corresponding
estimates for the a&dquo; must be derived. To do this, recall that from the discussion
preceding (3.17), a,j can be expressed as

where

As a result, the derivation in question hinges on whether or not y,j is known.
Strictly speaking, the ratio y,j probably will not be known exactly. How-

ever, observed analogues for its two components are always calculated in
input-output studies. In fact, these analogues, usually called control totals,
appear in the margin of an input-output table. Obviously, these values cannot
be obtained from observing the output of firms included in a nonexhaustive
sample. Instead, they are usually computed from outside sources. For exam-
ple, in his study, Miernyk [1970, 17] obtained the control totals from the West
Virginia State Tax Commission data, together with information provided by
the West Virginia Department of Employment Security.

These measured control totals may be used to approximate the yij. To see
why, note that the control totals must be measured by summing the observed
total output of each firm in each sector. Further, for the sake of simplicity,
assume that these measurements are obtained according to equation (3.3).&dquo;
Denoting the observed counterpart of y&dquo; by c,, then,

10This problem actually arose among the observed firms In several of the West Virginia input-output sectors
11Obviously, these measurements may not be obtained according to equation (3 3) However, making this explicit

would require more notation and would not affect the results
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Therefore, if N, and Nj are of even moderate size, c,j will be approximately
equal to the constant ’Y1J’ because the sum of the observation errors should be
small in relation to the true total output for both sectors. Based on this view,
then, a consistent &dquo;rows only&dquo; estimator for a~j constructed by 2SLS becomes

Further, the variance of this estimator may be approximated by

THE RECONCILED ESTIMATOR

In the previous parts of this section, three instrumental variable methods
were described for obtaining estimates of both the &dquo;columns only&dquo; and the
&dquo;rows only&dquo; regional coefficients. As a result, it only remains to derive an
appropriate reconciliation procedure. Actually, this task is straightforward if
the criterion of minimum variance is used. In particular, assume that consistent
&dquo;rows only&dquo; and &dquo;columns only&dquo; estimates of the au have been constructed
using the instrumental variable technique which has the smallest asymptotic
sampling variance. (As noted previously, the preliminary work on estimating
the &dquo;columns only&dquo; coefficients indicates that this technique is likely to be
2SLS.) Then, denote the &dquo;rows only&dquo; and &dquo;columns only&dquo; estimates of the ijth
regional coefficient as ar and a,. Since ar and a, are consistent estimators of a&dquo;,
a consistent and reconciled estimator may be found from

where 0 ~ q ~ I and where aR represents the reconciled estimator. By an elemen-
tary theorem on the variance of a linear combination of random variables.

Therefore, to find the value of q that minimizes VAR (aR), set the derivative of
(3.26) with respect to q equal to zero and solve for q*.

At least two features of equation (3.27) deserve further comment. First,
there is an important distinction between choosing q* for off-diagonal versus
diagonal elements in the matrix of regional coefficients. In the case of diagonal
elements, it is evident that equations (3.8) and (3.19) would be estimated from
observations on the same firms. Hence, it would be reasonable to expect that
COVAR (a~a~ ) does not equal 0. On the other hand, for off-diagonal elements,
COVAR (BrBe) is likely to equal 0, since in this case (3.8) and (3.19) are
estimated from different sets of sample information. More specifically,
COVAR (a~a.) will equal zero for the off-diagonal regional coefficients if

measurement errors are uncorrelated between firms in different sectors.
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A second important feature of equation (3.27) concerns the interpretation
of q*. For off-diagonal coefficients, q* depends exclusively on the ratio

[VAR(a~)]/[VAR(a~) + VAR(ar)]. Hence, in constructing aR, equation (3.25)
weights ar and Be inversely according to the amount of misinformation each is
likely to provide. Therefore, in Jensen and Mc Gaurr’s nomenclature, q* might
be interpreted as an objectively determined reliability weight.

4. An Example of Reconciliation

In this section, the reconciliation of a set of &dquo;rows only&dquo; and &dquo;columns
only&dquo; regional coefficients will be illustrated by using an instrumental variable
method. The 2SLS estimation technique will be applied to survey data ob-
tained by Miernyk [1970] from 29 input-output sectors of the West Virginia
economy, an especially interesting exercise since Miernyk’s study of West
Virginia is one of the best regional input-output investigations conducted to
date. The discussion will be confined to a presentation of empirical results. A
description of the data and the collection methods used is available elsewhere
[Gerking 1976b, Miernyk 1970].

To illustrate the reconciliation procedure using 2SLS, estimates of the
regional coefficients must be obtained for all 29 sectors, according to the
methods described in Section 3. As a practical matter, this amounted to: (1)
estimating the a,j and the {3lj together with the variances for both sets of
coefficients; (2) converting estimates of the (3ij to estimates of a,,, according to
a,j (2SLS) equals Clj bij (2SLS); (3) testing the regression residuals for hetero-
scedasticity, using the Goldfeld-Quandt test; (4) adjusting the data as needed to
correct this problem; and (5) revising both parameter and coefficient variance
estimates in those cases where heteroscedasticity was found to be present.
This exercise produced a large quantity of estimates, and no attempt will be
made to report them all. However, a subset of these results is presented in
Tables 2, 3, and 4.

The &dquo;rows only&dquo; estimates, the &dquo;columns only&dquo; estimates, and the
minimum-variance, reconciled estimates are presented for three rows of the
West Virginia input-output table.’2 These rows correspond to the following
sectors: (1) Logging and Sawmills, (2) Printing and Publishing, and (3) All Other
Retail Trade. These sectors were chosen because the assumptions regarding
the exact measurement of the variables SH,(k) and SG(k) appeared to be
satisfied the best. In fact, most of the firms in these sectors that indicated they
made sales to households provided data on their sales tax collections.

In Tables 2, 3, and 4 the first column gives the row and column index for
the regional coefficient under consideration. These indices are taken from
Table 1. As a result, the values in, say, the first line of Table 2 pertain to the
parameter a14. 2, which represents the minimum value of the output from firms
in the Logging and Sawmills sector required to produce a dollar’s worth of
output in the Underground Coal Mining sector. The second and third columns
provide the &dquo;rows only&dquo; and &dquo;columns only&dquo; estimates of the regional

12Only those coefficients for which both the "rows only" and "columns only" estimates could be calculated are
reported An expanded set of tables is available from the author on request
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Source- Miernyk [1970, 10]
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coefficients indicated in the first column, according to the 2SLS methods
summarized by equations (3.8) and (3.19). Standard errors are given in pa-
rentheses beneath each estimate. The fourth column, then, presents the mini-
mum-variance, reconciled estimates. These reconciled estimates were con-
structed by using the values of q* in column five, in conjunction with equation
(3.27). The values of q*, in turn, were calculated by assuming that COVAR
(~ac) equals 0 for off-diagonal regional coefficients, and allowing COVAR
(a~a~) does not equal 0 for the diagonal coefficients. For comparison purposes,
Miernyk’s estimates of the regional coefficients are given in the last column.
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To the extent that they are typical, the results in Tables 2, 3, and 4 indicate
that the reconciliation problem in input-output analysis should not be taken
lightly. Even a casual examination of columns 2 and 3 of these tables reveals a
substantial difference between the &dquo;rows only&dquo; and &dquo;columns only&dquo; estimates
for many of the regional coefficients. In addition, the standard errors for the
two types of estimates often differ markedly, and do not show a pronounced
tendency to be lower for one type of estimate than for another. In comparing
columns 4 and 6 of each of the three tables, perhaps most importantly, there are
often substantial discrepancies between the minimum-variance, reconciled es-
timates and those constructed by Miernyk. For example, the minimum vari-
ance estimates for a16,11> a32,2o, and 0:32,41 are more than a hundred times
smaller than Miernyk’s estimates. Thus, it is an understatement to say that the
final table of regional coefficients may be greatly affected by the way in which
the discrepancies between the &dquo;rows only&dquo; and &dquo;columns only&dquo; estimates are
reconciled.

5. Conclusion

The purpose of this paper is not to condemn Miernyk’s estimates of the
West Virginia regional coefficients. The reader should not interpret the
minimum-variance, reconciled estimates presented in Tables 2, 3, and 4 as
&dquo;correct,&dquo; or regard Miernyk’s estimates as &dquo;incorrect.&dquo; No evidence has
been presented to support such a conclusion. Instead, the minimum-variance
estimates are intended only to illustrate an alternative to past approaches
concerning the reconciliation problem in input-output analysis.

The minimum-variance procedure does have at least two theoretical ad-
vantages over its competitors. First, in constructing a given reconciled

coefficient, &dquo;rows only&dquo; and &dquo;columns only&dquo; estimates are weighted inversely
according to the amount of misinformation each is likely to provide. Second,
the standard errors for the minimum-variance, reconciled estimates will always
be no larger than the corresponding measure for either the &dquo;rows only&dquo; or
&dquo;columns only&dquo; counterparts. This last point may be illustrated by comparing
standard errors of the coefficients in the second, third, and fourth columns of
Tables 2, 3, and 4.

Since this paper has presented no proof that the minimum-variance proce-
dure is superior to other methods, further research is needed on the reconcilia-
tion problem. Three research avenues seem promising.

First, and most obvious, would be experimentation with alternate econo-
metric techniques for estimating the &dquo;rows only&dquo; and &dquo;columns only&dquo;
coefficients. The three instrumental-variable methods discussed here-the

Wald-Bartlett, Durbin, and 2SLS-were presented mainly because of the ease
with which they can be applied in a practical setting. However, it is not difficult
to imagine that other estimators, and perhaps equally simple ones, may prove
to be superior on certain statistical grounds.

Second, a minimum-variance approach to reconciliation should be applied
to other, and possibly more comprehensive, sets of input-output data. This
exercise would be of interest for two related reasons. Further comparisons of
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the &dquo;rows only&dquo; and &dquo;columns only&dquo; coefficient estimates would be useful.
Owing to budget restrictions, many input-output analysts may implement their
studies by collecting either sales or purchases data, rather than both. There-
fore, such a comparison might help these investigators decide which type of
data to collect. Also, estimates of the variance of the reconciled estimates
could be compared with the corresponding measure for, say, the &dquo;rows only&dquo;
(&dquo;columns only&dquo;) estimates in order to determine the incremental value of
collecting purchase (sales) data on interindustry transactions.

A third, and final, research suggestion concerns the use of a priori infor-
mation in the reconciliation process. The reconciliation strategy described in
this paper uses no information of this type. However, input-output analysts
may have a great deal of pertinent information about the final table of regional
coefficients that is not fully captured by the data they have collected. This
information, if correct, could be used to further improve the efficiency of the
reconciled estimates. As a consequence, it may be valuable to develop con-
strained estimation procedures by which to take a priori information into
account.
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